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(54) Multimedia device and method for shifting to desired replay point with control tool

(57) Provided is a multimedia device for shifting to
desired replay point with control tool. The multimedia de-
vice includes a multimedia control module, a display
module, a touch sensing module, and a control tool con-
trol signal generation module. The multimedia control
module controls replay of a multimedia file. The display
module displays a control tool which performs control to
shift a designated certain time unit from a current replay
point when the multimedia file is currently being replayed
and replay the multimedia file. The touch sensing module
includes a touch sensing region for sensing a user touch

signal and a moving direction of the user touch signal at
a certain region where the control tool is displayed. The
control tool control signal generation module generates
a control tool control signal for controlling the control tool,
and transmits the control signal to the multimedia control
module. The multimedia control module receives the con-
trol tool control signal and replays the multimedia file at
a shifted replay point which is shifted by a certain time
unit from a current replay point in a predetermined direc-
tion according to the moving direction of the user touch
signal.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Korean Patent
Application No. 10-2009-0133744, filed on December 30,
2009, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a multimedia
device and method for shifting to desired replay point
with control tool, and in particular, to a multimedia device
and method for shifting to desired replay point with control
tool, which shift in certain time units designated irrespec-
tive of the total replay time of a multimedia file, and thus
can shift to a replay point desired by a user.

BACKGROUND

[0003] There is a progressive bar that displays a cur-
rent replay point, being a point when a multimedia file is
currently replayed, according to the size or total replay
time of the multimedia file. The progressive bar is dis-
posed at a certain region of a display screen, and when
an input is given to a certain point of total replay time that
is displayed by the progressive bar, a multimedia device
may shift to the given point and replay the multimedia
file. There may be a video file having a replay time of one
minute and a video file having a replay time of one or
more hours according to a file size, and thus a time to be
displayed by the progressive bar varies with the replay
time of the multimedia file. However, the progressive bar
is always displayed in a length of about 5 to 10 cm in
accordance with the display screen of the mobile device
regardless of the replay time of the multimedia file. For
example, as shown in FIG. 1, the length of a progressive
bar that displays a video file having a replay time of 30
minutes is inevitably the same as the length of a progres-
sive bar that displays a video file having a replay time of
two hours.
[0004] As shown a portion (a) of FIG. 1, a multimedia
file having a very short replay time of about 30 seconds
may find a point desired by a user with a progressive bar.
However, as shown in a portion (b) of FIG. 1, by the user’s
giving an input to a certain point of the progressive bar
to move the progressive bar in a multimedia file having
a replay time of two hours, it is impossible to shift to a
point after/before ten seconds and replay the multimedia
file. Accordingly, when replaying a multimedia file having
a replay time that is not relatively short like that where a
user listens to a lecture or watches a movie, it is impos-
sible for the user to control a progressive bar in detail
and shift to a desired point.

SUMMARY

[0005] Accordingly, the present invention provides a
multimedia device and method for shifting to desired re-
play point with control tool, which shift in certain time units
designated irrespective of the total replay time of a mul-
timedia file, thereby shifting to a replay point desired by
a user.
[0006] According to an aspect, there is provided a mul-
timedia device for shifting to desired replay point with
control tool, which includes: a multimedia control module
controlling replay of a multimedia file; a display module
displaying a control tool which performs control to shift a
designated certain time unit from a current replay point
when the multimedia file is currently being replayed and
replay the multimedia file; a touch sensing module in-
cluding a touch sensing region for sensing a user touch
signal and a moving direction of the user touch signal at
a certain region where the control tool is displayed; and
a control tool control signal generation module generat-
ing a control tool control signal for controlling the control
tool, and transmitting the control signal to the multimedia
control module, wherein the multimedia control module
receives the control tool control signal and replays the
multimedia file at a shifted replay point which is shifted
by a certain time unit from a current replay point in a
predetermined direction according to the moving direc-
tion of the user touch signal.
[0007] The multimedia device may further include: a
progressive bar control module controlling a progressive
bar to display the current replay point in proportion to
total replay time of the multimedia file, wherein the pro-
gressive bar control module links and provides the pro-
gressive bar according to the control tool control signal
which is inputted to be replayed at the shifted replay point.
[0008] When the moving direction is a forward direc-
tion, the control tool control signal generation module
may generate the control tool control signal which allows
the multimedia file to be replayed at the shifted replay
point which is forward shifted by the certain time unit, and
when the moving direction is a rearward direction, the
control tool control signal generation module may gen-
erate the control tool control signal which allows the mul-
timedia file to be replayed at the shifted replay point which
is rearward shifted by the certain time unit.
[0009] When the control tool has a circular shape and
a wheel mode, the forward direction may be a clockwise
direction, and the rearward direction may be a counter-
clockwise direction.
[0010] In the wheel mode, the touch sensing region
may include at least one or more periodic points disposed
at a circumference region, and arranged in the circum-
ference which is equally divided at certain angles, and
the control tool control signal generation module may
sense that the periodic points are touched according to
the user touch signal and generate the control tool control
signal for shifting a certain time unit in proportion to the
periodic point touched.
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[0011] When the control tool has a linear shape and a
flick mode, the forward direction may be a moving direc-
tion of the progressive bar, and the rearward direction
may be a direction opposite to the moving direction of
the progressive bar.
[0012] In the flick mode, the touch sensing region may
include at least one or more periodic points disposed at
a line region, and arranged in the line which is equally
divided at certain lengths, and the control tool control
signal generation module may sense that the periodic
points are touched according to the user touch signal and
generate the control tool control signal for shifting a cer-
tain time unit in proportion to the periodic point touched.
[0013] The control tool control signal generation mod-
ule may further set multiplication of the certain time unit
to generate the control tool control signal.
[0014] The control tool control signal generation mod-
ule may further sense an acceleration of the user touch
signal, and set the multiplication of the certain time unit
according to the acceleration.
[0015] According to another aspect, there is provided
a control method of multimedia device for replaying mul-
timedia files, which includes: displaying and providing,
by the multimedia device, a control tool which performs
control to shift a designated certain time unit from a cur-
rent replay point when the multimedia file is currently be-
ing replayed and replay the multimedia file, at a display
region of the multimedia device; sensing, by the multi-
media device, a user touch signal inputted to the control
tool and a moving direction of the user touch signal; and
shifting, by the multimedia device, a designated certain
time unit from the current replay point when the multime-
dia file is currently being replayed and replaying the mul-
timedia file, in a predetermined direction according to the
moving direction of the user touch signal.
[0016] The control method may further include: con-
trolling a progressive bar to display the current replay
point when the multimedia file is currently being replayed
in proportion to a total replay time of the multimedia file,
before the providing of a control tool; and linking the pro-
gressive bar to shift the certain time unit according to the
shifting and replaying of the multimedia file, after the shift-
ing and replaying of the multimedia file.
[0017] When the sensing of a user touch signal senses
a moving direction of the user touch signal as a forward
direction, the shifting and replaying of the multimedia file
may replay the multimedia file at a shifted replay point
which is forward shifted by the certain time unit, and when
the sensing of a user touch signal senses the moving
direction of the user touch signal as a rearward direction,
the shifting and replaying of the multimedia file may re-
play the multimedia file at a shifted replay point which is
rearward shifted by the certain time unit.
[0018] The providing of a control tool may provide the
control tool which has a circular shape and a wheel mode.
In the wheel mode, the sensing of a user touch signal
may sense the user touch signal at a circumference re-
gion which is formed along the circular shape, the forward

direction may be a clockwise direction, and the rearward
direction may be a counterclockwise direction.
[0019] The providing of a control tool may provide the
control tool which has a linear shape and a flick mode.
In the flick mode, the sensing of a user touch signal may
sense the user touch signal at a line region which is
formed along the linear shape, the forward direction may
be a moving direction of the progressive bar, and the
rearward direction may be a direction opposite to the
moving direction of the progressive bar.
[0020] In the shifting and replaying of the multimedia
file, the multimedia device may further set multiplication
of the certain time unit, and shift the certain time unit to
replay the multimedia file according to the multiplication.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve to explain the principles
of the invention.
[0022] FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
progressive bar of a related art multimedia device.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of a multimedia device for shifting to desired replay
point with control tool according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a diagram for describing a current re-
play point and a shifted replay point in a multimedia de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0025] FIG. 4 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
wheel-mode multimedia device for shifting to desired re-
play point with control tool according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0026] FIG. 5 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
wheel-mode multimedia device for shifting to desired re-
play point with control tool according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0027] FIG. 6 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a
flick-mode multimedia device for shifting to desired replay
point with control tool according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0028] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a control method
of multimedia device with control tool according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0029] Hereinafter, the present invention will be de-
scribed in detail with reference to the accompanying
drawings. Throughout the drawings and the detailed de-
scription, unless otherwise described, the same drawing
reference numerals will be understood to refer to the
same elements, features, and structures. The relative
size and depiction of these elements may be exaggerat-
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ed for clarity, illustration, and convenience. The following
detailed description is provided to assist the reader in
gaining a comprehensive understanding of the methods,
apparatuses, and/or systems described herein. Accord-
ingly, various changes, modifications, and equivalents of
the methods, apparatuses, and/or systems described
herein will be suggested to those of ordinary skill in the
art. Also, descriptions of well-known functions and con-
structions may be omitted for increased clarity and con-
ciseness.
[0030] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of a multimedia device for shifting to desired replay
point with control tool according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The multimedia device is one that may
replay multimedia files such as audio files or video files.
[0031] Referring to FIG. 2, a multimedia device accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention includes
a display module 100, a touch sensing module 200, a
control tool control signal generation module 300, and a
multimedia control module 400.
[0032] The multimedia control module 400 controls the
replaying of multimedia files that are stored in the data-
base 600 of the multimedia device. When the multimedia
file is an audio file, the multimedia control module 400
performs control to replay music. When the multimedia
file is a video file, the multimedia control module 400 con-
trols the replaying of a video.
[0033] The display module 100 displays a control tool.
The control tool may perform control to shift a designated
certain time unit from a current replay point when a mul-
timedia file is currently being replayed and replay the
multimedia file. For example, the control tool may be a
touch recognition jog shuttle. The display module 100
may output an audio file or a video file according to the
control of the multimedia control module 400.
[0034] The touch sensing module 200 senses a user
touch signal that is inputted to a touch sensing region.
The touch sensing region 710, as illustrated in FIG. 4, is
formed at a certain region where the control tool is dis-
played, and senses a user touch signal inputted from a
user and the moving direction of the user touch signal.
[0035] The control tool control signal generation mod-
ule 300 generates a control tool control signal for con-
trolling the control tool and transmits the control signal
to the multimedia control module 400. The control tool
control signal is a command that allows a current-re-
played multimedia file to be shifted in certain time units
and be replayed according to the user touch signal.
[0036] To provide a description with reference to FIG.
3, there is a progressive bar based on the size or total
replay time of the multimedia file. The progressive bar
displays a current replay point when a multimedia file is
currently being replayed. When the user touch signal is
inputted from the user, the multimedia file is replayed
from a shifted replay point which is a replay point after it
shifts by a certain time unit from a current replay point.
[0037] The control tool control signal generated by the
control tool control signal generation module 300 is trans-

mitted to the multimedia control module 400. The multi-
media control module 400 receives the control tool con-
trol signal and replays the multimedia file at a shifted
replay point that has been shifted by a certain time unit
from a current replay point in a predetermined direction
according to the moving direction of the user touch signal.
When the moving direction of the user touch signal is a
forward direction, the control tool control signal genera-
tion module 300 generates the control tool control signal
that allows the multimedia file to be replayed at a shifted
replay point that has been shifted forward by a certain
time unit. When the moving direction of the user touch
signal is a rearward direction, the control tool control sig-
nal generation module 300 generates the control tool
control signal that allows the multimedia file to be re-
played at a shifted replay point that has been shifted rear-
ward by a certain time unit.
[0038] The multimedia device according to an embod-
iment of the present invention may further include a pro-
gressive bar control module 500.
[0039] The progressive bar control module 500 con-
trols a progressive bar that displays a current replay point
of total replay time. As shown in FIG. 4, a progressive
bar 730 may display a current replay point in proportion
to the total replay time of a multimedia file. Although a
user cannot accurately shift to a desired replay point by
using only the progressive bar 730, the progressive bar
730 may be useful when intending to check a degree of
replay in an entire file or shift to a point after ten minutes
in a multimedia file having a replay time of one hour.
[0040] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, in this case, the progressive bar control module
500 links and provides the progressive bar 730 according
to the control tool control signal. That is, when the user
inputs a command that allows a shifted replay point after
ten minutes to be used as a replay point with the control
tool, the progressive bar control module 500 allows the
progressive bar 730 to shift to a replay point after ten
minutes from a current replay point and be displayed by
linking the progressive bar 730 with the input.
[0041] Hereinafter, an operation of the multimedia de-
vice for shifting to desired replay point with control tool
will be described with reference to FIGS. 4 to 6.
[0042] The control tool, for example, may have a cir-
cular shape or a linear shape. As shown in FIGS. 4 and
5, when the control tool has a circular shape, it has a
wheel mode. As shown in FIG. 6, when the control tool
has a linear shape, it has a flick mode.
[0043] In the wheel mode, the touch sensing region
710 receiving a user touch signal is disposed at a cir-
cumference region. The touch sensing region 710 may
include at least one or more periodic points 720 that are
arranged in the circumference that is equally divided at
certain angles. For example, six periodic points are ar-
ranged in the circumference, and a certain time unit may
be set to three seconds for an interval from one periodic
point to another periodic point adjacent to it. The touch
sensing module 200 senses that the periodic point is
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sensed through user touch. The control tool control signal
generation module 300 generates the control tool control
signal for shifting a certain time unit in proportion to a
touched periodic point.
[0044] In the wheel mode, a clockwise direction may
be set as a forward direction, and a counterclockwise
direction may be set as a rearward direction. In the for-
ward direction, a multimedia file is replayed at a shifted
replay point that is forward shifted by a certain time unit.
In the rearward direction, the control tool control signal
generation module 300 replays the multimedia file at a
shifted replay point that is rearward shifted by a certain
time unit.
[0045] In the flick mode, a touch sensing region receiv-
ing a user touch signal is disposed at a region peripheral
to a line. The touch sensing region may include at least
one or more periodic points that are arranged in the line
that is equally divided at certain lengths. For example,
two periodic points are set in the line, and a certain time
unit may be set to three seconds for an interval from one
periodic point to another periodic point adjacent to it. In
the flick mode, a desired replay point may be controlled
in detail through touch that is shifted right and left in the
control tool. In the flick mode, the same direction as the
moving direction of the progressive bar may be set as a
forward direction, and the direction opposite to the mov-
ing direction of the progressive bar may be set as a rear-
ward direction. In the forward direction, a multimedia file
is replayed at a shifted replay point that is forward shifted
by a certain time unit. In the rearward direction, the control
tool control signal generation module 300 replays the
multimedia file at a shifted replay point that is rearward
shifted by a certain time unit.
[0046] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the control tool control signal genera-
tion module 300 may further set the multiplication of a
certain time unit. That, when a signal is inputted which
is moved from one periodic point to another periodic point
adjacent to it by the user touch signal, a certain time unit
that is forward/rearward shifted may be set to three sec-
onds. The multiplication of a certain time unit is set as
two times multiplication, when a signal is inputted which
is moved from one periodic point to another periodic point
adjacent to it, a certain time unit that is forward/rearward
shifted may be set to three seconds. Multiplication set-
tings may be made by further sensing the acceleration
of the user touch signal.
[0047] FIG. 7 illustrates a control method of multimedia
device with control tool according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
[0048] First, the multimedia device performs a control
tool providing operation that displays a control tool at its
display region to provide the control tool it in operation
S100. The control tool may perform control to shift a des-
ignated certain time unit from a current replay point when
a multimedia file is currently being replayed and replay
a multimedia file. For example, the control tool may be a
touch recognition jog shuttle.

[0049] In the control tool providing operation S100, the
multimedia device may provide the control tool in a cir-
cular shape. When the control tool has the circular shape,
it is activated to a wheel mode. In the wheel mode, the
multimedia device senses a user touch signal in a cir-
cumference region that is formed along the circular shape
and the moving direction of the user touch signal. In the
wheel mode, a clockwise direction may be set as a for-
ward direction, and a counterclockwise direction may be
set as a rearward direction. In the forward direction, the
multimedia device replays a multimedia file at a shifted
replay point that is forward shifted by a certain time unit.
In the rearward direction, the multimedia device replays
the multimedia file at a shifted replay point that is rear-
ward shifted by a certain time unit.
[0050] In the control tool providing operation S100,
moreover, the multimedia device may provide the control
tool in a linear shape. When the control tool has the linear
shape, it is activated to a flick mode. In the flick mode,
the multimedia device senses a user touch signal in a
line region that is formed along the linear shape and the
moving direction of the user touch signal. In the flick
mode, the same direction as the moving direction of the
progressive bar may be set as a forward direction, and
the direction opposite to the moving direction of the pro-
gressive bar may be set as a rearward direction. In the
forward direction, the multimedia device replays the mul-
timedia file at a shifted replay point that is forward shifted
by a certain time unit. In the rearward direction, the mul-
timedia device replays the multimedia file at a shifted
replay point that is rearward shifted by a certain time unit.
[0051] Subsequently, the multimedia device performs
a touch signal sensing operation that senses a user touch
signal inputted to the control tool and the moving direction
of the user touch signal in operation S200. In the touch
signal sensing operation S200, the multimedia device
senses the user touch signal that is inputted from the
user through the control tool formed at a certain region
which is displayed and the moving direction of the user
touch signal.
[0052] Afterward, the multimedia device performs a
shift replay operation that shifts a designated certain time
unit from a current replay point when the multimedia file
is currently being replayed and replay the multimedia file,
in a direction that has been predetermined according to
the moving direction of the user touch signal. That is,
when the moving direction of the user touch signal is
sensed as a forward direction in the touch signal sensing
operation S200, the multimedia device replays the mul-
timedia file at a shifted replay point that is forward shifted
by a certain time unit in the shift replay operation S300.
On the other hand, when the moving direction of the user
touch signal is sensed as a rearward direction in the touch
signal sensing operation S200, the multimedia device
replays the multimedia file at a shifted replay point that
is rearward shifted by a certain time unit in the shift replay
operation S300.
[0053] In the shift replay operation S300, the multime-
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dia device further sets the multiplication of a certain time
unit, and shifts a certain time unit according the multipli-
cation to replay the multimedia file.
[0054] The multimedia device control method accord-
ing to another embodiment of the present invention may
further include a progressive bar controlling operation
S10 that controls a progressive bar before performing
the control tool providing operation S100. The multimedia
device displays a current replay point when the multime-
dia file is currently displayed in proportion to the total
replay time of the multimedia file. When the user touch
signal is inputted from the user, the multimedia file is
replayed from a shifted replay point being a replay point
after shifting a certain time unit from a current replay
point. At this point, the multimedia device may further
perform a progressive bar linking operation S400 that
links the progressive bar so as to shift a certain time unit
according to the shift replay operation after the shift re-
play operation S300.
[0055] The multimedia device and method for shifting
to desired replay point with control tool according to em-
bodiments of the present invention shift in certain time
units designated irrespective of the total replay time of a
multimedia file, thereby shifting to a replay point desired
by a user.
[0056] As the present invention may be embodied in
several forms without departing from the spirit or essen-
tial characteristics thereof, it should also be understood
that the above-described embodiments are not limited
by any of the details of the foregoing description, unless
otherwise specified, but rather should be construed
broadly within its spirit and scope as defined in the ap-
pended claims, and therefore all changes and modifica-
tions that fall within the metes and bounds of the claims,
or equivalents of such metes and bounds are therefore
intended to be embraced by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A multimedia device for shifting to desired replay
point with control tool, the multimedia device com-
prising:

a multimedia control module controlling replay
of a multimedia file;
a display module displaying a control tool which
performs control to shift a designated certain
time unit from a current replay point when the
multimedia file is currently being replayed and
replay the multimedia file;
a touch sensing module comprising a touch
sensing region for sensing a user touch signal
and a moving direction of the user touch signal
at a certain region where the control tool is dis-
played; and
a control tool control signal generation module
generating a control tool control signal for con-

trolling the control tool, and transmitting the con-
trol signal to the multimedia control module,
wherein the multimedia control module receives
the control tool control signal and replays the
multimedia file at a shifted replay point which is
shifted by a certain time unit from a current re-
play point in a predetermined direction accord-
ing to the moving direction of the user touch sig-
nal.

2. The multimedia device of claim 1, further comprising:
a progressive bar control module controlling a pro-
gressive bar to display the current replay point in
proportion to total replay time of the multimedia file,
wherein the progressive bar control module links and
provides the progressive bar according to the control
tool control signal which is inputted to be replayed
at the shifted replay point.

3. The multimedia device of claim 2, wherein:

when the moving direction is a forward direction,
the control tool control signal generation module
generates the control tool control signal which
allows the multimedia file to be replayed at the
shifted replay point which is forward shifted by
the certain time unit, and
when the moving direction is a rearward direc-
tion, the control tool control signal generation
module generates the control tool control signal
which allows the multimedia file to be replayed
at the shifted replay point which is rearward shift-
ed by the certain time unit.

4. The multimedia device of claim 3, wherein when the
control tool has a circular shape and a wheel mode,
the forward direction is a clockwise direction, and
the rearward direction is a counterclockwise direc-
tion.

5. The multimedia device of claim 4, wherein in the
wheel mode,
the touch sensing region comprises at least one or
more periodic points disposed at a circumference
region, and arranged in the circumference which is
equally divided at certain angles, and
the control tool control signal generation module
senses that the periodic points are touched accord-
ing to the user touch signal, and generates the con-
trol tool control signal for shifting a certain time unit
in proportion to the periodic point touched.

6. The multimedia device of claim 3, wherein when the
control tool has a linear shape and a flick mode, the
forward direction is a moving direction of the pro-
gressive bar, and the rearward direction is a direction
opposite to the moving direction of the progressive
bar.
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7. The multimedia device of claim 6, wherein in the flick
mode,
the touch sensing region comprises at least one or
more periodic points disposed at a line region, and
arranged in the line which is equally divided at certain
lengths, and
the control tool control signal generation module
senses that the periodic points are touched accord-
ing to the user touch signal, and generates the con-
trol tool control signal for shifting a certain time unit
in proportion to the periodic point touched.

8. The multimedia device of claim 3, wherein the control
tool control signal generation module further sets
multiplication of the certain time unit to generate the
control tool control signal.

9. The multimedia device of claim 8, wherein the control
tool control signal generation module further senses
an acceleration of the user touch signal, and sets
the multiplication of the certain time unit according
to the acceleration.

10. A control method of multimedia device for replaying
multimedia files, the control method comprising:

displaying and providing, by the multimedia de-
vice, a control tool which performs control to shift
a designated certain time unit from a current re-
play point when the multimedia file is currently
being replayed and replay the multimedia file,
at a display region of the multimedia device;
sensing, by the multimedia device, a user touch
signal inputted to the control tool and a moving
direction of the user touch signal; and
shifting, by the multimedia device, a designated
certain time unit from the current replay point
when the multimedia file is currently being re-
played and replaying the multimedia file, in a
predetermined direction according to the mov-
ing direction of the user touch signal.

11. The control method of claim 10, further comprising:

controlling a progressive bar to display the cur-
rent replay point when the multimedia file is cur-
rently being replayed in proportion to a total re-
play time of the multimedia file, before the pro-
viding of a control tool; and
linking the progressive bar to shift the certain
time unit according to the shifting and replaying
of the multimedia file, after the shifting and re-
playing of the multimedia file.

12. The control method of claim 11, wherein:

when the sensing of a user touch signal senses
a moving direction of the user touch signal as a

forward direction, the shifting and replaying of
the multimedia file replays the multimedia file at
a shifted replay point which is forward shifted by
the certain time unit, and
when the sensing of a user touch signal senses
the moving direction of the user touch signal as
a rearward direction, the shifting and replaying
of the multimedia file replays the multimedia file
at a shifted replay point which is rearward shifted
by the certain time unit.

13. The control method of claim 12, wherein:

the providing of a control tool provides the con-
trol tool which has a circular shape and a wheel
mode, and
in the wheel mode, the sensing of a user touch
signal senses the user touch signal at a circum-
ference region which is formed along the circular
shape, the forward direction is a clockwise di-
rection, and the rearward direction is a counter-
clockwise direction.

14. The control method of claim 12, wherein:

the providing of a control tool provides the con-
trol tool which has a linear shape and a flick
mode, and
in the flick mode, the sensing of a user touch
signal senses the user touch signal at a line re-
gion which is formed along the linear shape, the
forward direction is a moving direction of the pro-
gressive bar, and the rearward direction is a di-
rection opposite to the moving direction of the
progressive bar.

15. The control method of claim 12, wherein in the shift-
ing and replaying of the multimedia file,
the multimedia device further sets multiplication of
the certain time unit, and shifts the certain time unit
to replay the multimedia file according to the multi-
plication.
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